MAKING AN EMBOSSING PLATE… Step by Step…
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Turn on the
Stampmaker. Lay
the BLACK Spacer
into the recessed
area of the clamp.

Place the lid of
the clamp on and
squeeze the
center of the
clamp firmly for
10 seconds to
spread the
polymer evenly
inside the
imagepac.
Remove the top
sheet of the
imagepac and
discard. You will
see your image
surrounded by
liquid polymer.

Put 1/4”of cold
water in the
exposure tray
and place the
emboss in. Then
put the tray into
the Stampmaker
for another 2
minutes to
harden the
polymer.
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Place the emboss
imagepac on top
of the BLACK
spacer. Ensure the
word ‘imagepac’ is
face down.
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With the negative
facing up, insert
the clamp fully
into the
Stampmaker for 1
minute.
Use a separate
timer.
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Over the sink,
squeeze dish soap
onto your image
and using the
brush and warm
running water
wash away all the
excess polymer.
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After 2 minutes
remove from
the tray, dry,
and carefully
trim around
the emboss.
Your emboss is
now ready to
use

To EMBOSS:
Place the negative
on top of the pac
‘inked’ side facing
up.
To DE-BOSS:
Place the negative
on top of the pac
‘inked’ side facing
down

After 1 minute
turn off the lights,
remove clamp,
remove imagepac
and carefully trim
around the edges.

Take care to
ensure you have
washed it fully to
remove any
traces of liquid
polymer before
the second
exposure.

Take advantage
of the beige
rubber matt,
included in the
kit, to help with
your embossing
sandwich.

Hints and Tips
Take time to practice with different ‘sandwich’ settings with your emboss machine. You can use the beige rubber matt
included with the kit to help increase pressure on the emboss if necessary
It may help to ‘spritz’ your paper/card with water prior to embossing to help soften the fibres.
Try using a “positive” of your image rather than a “negative”. The results are fantastic.
You can emboss into Card, Paper, Tin, Leather, Fabric etc. Let your imagination run wild…

If you have any questions or queries regarding your Stampmaker please do not hesitate to call the team on:
1-800-210-9030 or email the team at help@photocentricusa.com

